
ELEVATE SAFETY, DRIVE PERFORMANCE
At Blackline Safety, we understand the food processing industry faces many workplace challenges when it comes 
to ensuring the safety of your workers. Threats such as a potential exposure to chemicals like ammonia and sour 
gas, hazards from working with machinery and working alone in silos or across large facilities mean additional 
safeguards are required to protect your people. The need to act quickly, share information, stay connected, and 
minimize the impact to front-line workers and an industry distributing essential goods around the world is critical.
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Blackline Safety’s cloud-connected safety devices—our G7 wearables and G7 EXO portable area gas monitors can 
provide the protection and connection you need. Unmatched in their ease-of-use, they deploy in minutes right out-
of-the-box and are equipped with cellular or satellite connectivity—no wifi or Bluetooth required.

This connectivity, combined with accurate location technology, offers the ultimate visibility across worksites. At the 
same time, they can power high-performance emergency response and evacuation management through 24/7 
monitoring and real-time alerts that make sure no worker is left behind. The Blackline Live web application and 
Blackline Analytics software bring it all together, bringing the real-time information you need to save lives now 
while building a stronger safety program for tomorrow.
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SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE

G7C / G7X WEARABLES FOR LONE 
WORKERS & GAS DETECTION

  Detects up to five gases in diffusion or pump mode

  Flexible and customizable gas sensor configurations 
tailored to your business needs 

  Connects direct to cloud via cellular or satellite option

  Displays real-time visibility of your team,  
including location-stamped alert status, facilitating 
emergency response

  Information and insights for post-incident review and 
compliance checks

G7 EXO AREA MONITORS 
  World’s first direct-to-cloud area monitor

  Drop and go deployment that automatically links to 
the cloud—and the rest of your G7 network— 
for ultimate visibility into your worksite

  100+ days of battery life for unmatched reliability 

  Over 20 gas sensors to tailor your gas detection 
performance to your business needs

  Sample up to four confined spaces or remote  
locations sequentially 

  Optional four-channel pump and satellite modules

BLACKLINE LIVE
  Customizable, cloud-hosted safety monitoring  

web application

  Configures, monitors and manages your connected 
safety solutions—easily and systematically

  Eliminates the need to manually compile and  
collect data

  Facilitates live compliance visibility and reporting

BLACKLINE ANALYTICS
  Logs usage and compliance data from the moment 

the hardware is turned on

  Creates 12 standard reports to record every bump  
test, calibration, gas exposure and usage session

  Generates insights to improve performance

HARNESS DATA, TRANSFORM 
PRODUCTIVITY

From the moment G7 devices are turned on 
and automatically connected to the cloud, 
they generate data. Powerful reporting tools 
work behind the scenes to analyze information 
and generate insights to optimize your safety 
program. The result? Better business decisions 
to help predict and prevent safety incidents.

WORLD-CLASS, 
CUSTOMIZABLE COVERAGE 
YOU CAN COUNT ON

Flexible purchase options — 
choose from rent, lease, own or 
blend to fit into any budget!

NORTH AMERICA   TOLL-FREE 1.800.486.8889  |  sales@blacklinesafety.com

EUROPE   PHONE +44 1787 222684  |  eusales@blacklinesafety.com

INTERNATIONAL   PHONE +1.403.451.0327  |  sales@blacklinesafety.com 
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